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OF TWO-PHASE FLOW IN VERTICAL PIPES
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The phenomenon of two-phase flows is characterized by its wide range of presence
in nature and industrial applications. In gas and oil production, the simultaneous
two-phase flow of gases and liquids often occurs in gas wells. The produced gases flow
rate decreases over the years until reaching a critical flow rate when they lose their
ability to lift the associated liquids upward and the liquid film reverses direction, which
triggers liquid loading. Liquid loading causes the produced liquids to accumulate in
the bottom of the wellbore, which causes a high back-pressure that reduces the well
production rate till production is ceased eventually. The critical gas velocity exists in
the churn flow regime which is mainly characterized by the oscillatory behavior of the
liquids flow field.
This thesis employs CFD techniques to model the churn flow in a 3-inch diameter
xxii
vertical pipe near the critical gas flow rate for different liquid flow rates. This work
utilizes the two-fluid Eulerian model along with the RNG k − ϵ turbulence model to
investigate the behavior of the flow field in a two-dimensional axisymmetric computa-
tional domain. Simulations were carried out using the commercial software ANSYS
Fluent 18.2 with air and water as the two working fluids.
The model results showed a good agreement with the experimental data and proved the
mesh and time independence of the model. Oscillatory behaviors of the liquid film flow
rate, shear stress, and pressure were observed along with the formation of interfacial
waves. Detailed information about the velocity, shear stress, and pressure behaviors is
presented. Recommendations are suggested for future considerations.
xxiii
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2018 نوفمبر العلمية: الدرجة تاريخ
غالبا والسوائل للغازات المتزامن السريان والغاز، النفط إنتاج فى الصناعية. والتطبيقات الطبيعة في الواسع بتواجدها تتسم ٔطوار ا ثنائي السريان ظاهرة
حمل على قدرتها الغازات تفقد عندما حرج تدفق معدل إلى يصل حتى السنين مرور مع يقل المنتجة الغازات سريان معدل الغاز. آبار في يحدث ما
تحميل (liquid loading ب مايعرف (أو السوائل تحميل يحفز مما سريانها، اتجاه ٔنبوبة ا جدار على السائل طبقة فتعكس ٔعلى ا إلى السوائل
نهاية في نتاج ٕ ا توقف حتى نتاج ٕ ا معدل تقليل على يعمل الذي الخلفي الضغط ارتفاع إلى يؤدي مما البئر، عمق في تتراكم الغازات يجعل السوائل
للموائع والدوري التذبذبي بالسلوك يتصف الذى churn flow ب يعرف ٔطوار ا ثنائي التدفق من نوع نطاق في تقع للغاز الحرجة السرعة المطاف.
التدفق. مجال في
عمودي أنبوب في التدفق من النوع ذلك لنمذجة (Computational Fluid Dynamics) الحسابية الموائع ديناميكية تقنيات يستخدم البحث هذا
Eulerian) الموائع ثنائي النموذج البحثي العمل هذا يستخدم للسائل. مختلفة تدفق ت ولمعد للغاز الحرج التدفق معدل قرب بوصات 3 قطره
حول متناظر ٔبعاد ا ثنائي حسابي مجال في الموائع سلوك دراسة أجل من السريان اضطراب لمنذجة RNG k− ϵ نموذج مع (two-fluid model
المائعان هما والهواء الماء أن وباعتبار ANSYS Fluent التجاري البرنامج من 18.2 صدار ٕ ا باستخدام المحاكاة عمليات نفذت ٔنبوب. ا محور
المستخدمان.
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الزمنية الخطوة مقدار أو الحسابية الشبكة حجم على النموذج اعتماد وعدم العملية التجارب من الناتجة البيانات مع جيد اتفاق النتائج أظهرت
بين البيني السطح على الموجات تشكل إلى ضافة با والضغط القص إجهاد السائل، سريان لمعدل المتذبذب السلوك النموذج. في المستخدمة
ذلك، على وبناء والضغط. القص إجهاد الموائع، سرعة سلوك عن مفصلة معلومات أيضا البحث يعرض بوضوح. النتائج أظهرته مما كان المائعين





Research in the area of multiphase flows continues to be one of the hot research ar-
eas due to its wide presence in nature and a broad range of industrial applications.
Multiphase flows refer to flows where more than one phase is present, unlike the single-
phase flow in which the fluid medium is homogeneous in the entire flow field. The
applications of multiphase flow involve either concurrent flow of different phases or
interaction between theses phases. For example, different phases in processes plants
are mixed up to react, and those which are the products of chemical reactions. More-
over, the boiling of water in steam boilers is a process that starts with a single-phase
(water in the downcomer tubes) and then becomes two-phase (in the riser tubes) and
again one phase (steam) at discharge to the steam drum. In nature, the interaction
between air and sea waves is also an example of multiphase flows.
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1.2 Classifications of Multiphase Flows
Due to the variety of features characterizing multiphase flows, they are classified based
on numerous criteria [1], summarized in Fig. 1.1. One classification is based on the
number of participating phases, where the flow is described as two-phase flow (e.g.
liquid-gas), three-phase flow (e.g. liquid-gas-solid) or four-phase flow (water-oil-gas-
solid).
Another classification is based on the absence or presence of heat transfer within
the flow, either diabatic or adiabatic. Phase change, vaporization or condensation,
exists in diabatic multiphase flows. However, phase change can also be present in
adiabatic flows due to pressure change. Vaporization due to varying pressure is often
referred to as flashing and can be observed in flash desalination.
Categorizing multiphase flows according to the flow direction is common. In that
context, they are classified into vertical, horizontal or inclined multiphase flows. The
flow direction is more significant when gravity plays an effective role in forming the
flow fields, especially when a high difference in density is present between the phases
(typically in the order of 103). The flow of air and water in vertical pipes is an example
where the gravity significantly affects the flow field.
Moreover, the flow is called co-current or parallel when phases flow in the same
direction, while it is called counter-current when phases flow in opposite directions
such as the downward flow of liquid with the gas rising.
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Figure 1.1: Classification of multiphase flows.
Overall, a compelling description of the multiphase flow is achieved by using more
than a criterion in its description. For instance, we say ”two-phase water-air adiabatic
flow in vertical pipes”.
1.3 Two-Phase Flows
Two-phase flows are a special type of multiphase flows in which only two phases are
simultaneously flowing in a given channel, mostly liquid and gas. Such type of flows
is widely present in various applications in everyday life. It can be observed profusely
in the oil and gas industry as well as its presence in phase-change processes, nature,
power plants, and other various processes.
One of the main difficulties encountered in two-phase flows modelling is the deter-
mination of the flow geometry and the geometry of the interfaces between the phases,
which are supposed to be obtained from the problem solution. It is difficult to de-
termine how the phases are going to be distributed within the flow domain, unlike
single-phase flow. The geometrical distribution of the phases and the interfaces is
known as the flow pattern or the flow regime.
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1.4 Flow Regimes in Adiabatic Pipe Flow
Flow Regimes of gas-liquid two-phase flow are quite important since they give an idea
about the flow behavior and help in judging a given solution of the flow field as they
represent the morphological configuration mostly observed. In two-phase flows, the
flow regime is the most significant attribute. The behavior of different phases in many
constitutive models that are necessary for the solution of the conservation equations
heavily depends on the flow regime.
Flow regimes are determined based on either visual observations such as pho-
tography, X-ray images, or indirect determinations by analyzing signals such as the
attenuation of X-ray beams [1]. The difficulty arises of the many and various config-
uration that a mixture of liquid and gas can take. These different flow regimes are
influenced by several factors including the following [2]:
• The interphase density difference: the density difference affects the degree
to which phases respond to forces such as centrifugal and gravitational forces.
• The interphase deformability: Deformability is responsible for the persistent
breakup and coalescence of the liquid.
• Surface tension: Such forces keep the dispersion of a given phase.
Indeed, the ranges in which the flow regimes occur are dependent on the fluid
properties, orientation, the presence of phase change, etc. [2]. For a co-current flow




Consider the experimental setup illustrated in Fig. 1.2 utilized for observing the differ-
ent flow patterns in vertical pipes. Flow patterns can be achieved by fixing a low flow
rate of the liquid QL, and gradually increasing the gas flow rate QG. Consequently,
the flow regimes of this configuration are to be observed, which are shown in Fig. 1.3.
Camera
Mixer
Figure 1.2: Simple experimental setup used to observe flow patterns for vertical
pipes.
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Figure 1.3: a) Sketches of flow regimes in vertical upward pipes. b) A photograph of
flow regimes by Rosa et al. [3].
Those observed flow patterns can be described as following:
• Bubbly Flow. This profile is represented by the continuous flow of the liquid
phase with the gas present only as small bubbles rising with the liquids within
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the flow passage. The liquid phase is the one that dominantly determines the
pressure gradient.
• Slug Flow. The liquid phase is still the dominant continuous phase but the gas
bubbles coalesce to larger bullet-shaped bubbles and turned into what is called
Taylor bubbles. Slugs of liquid separate Taylor bubbles, which also contain tiny
gas bubbles. The liquid film separating the Taylor bubble from the wall flows
downward while Taylor bubbles flow upward. The length of Taylor bubbles
increases as they rise till reaching stability when this length does not change
farther [4]. It is also worthy to mention that the pressure gradient is determined
by both phases.
• Churn Flow. The pattern of churn flow, also called the semi-annular flow, is
characterized by the presence of a quite thick and unstable liquid film that
oscillates up and down. Due to the complexity of such a regime, churn flow is
sometimes thought merely as a transitional regime [5], but recent experiments
showed entrainment of large chunks of liquid and their subsequent deposition. To
the contrary of slug flow, churn flow looks chaotic and is of the least understood
gas-liquid flow regimes.
• Annular Flow. Annular flow becomes the dominant flow regime at high gas ve-
locities. It is characterized by a wavy thin film of the liquid flowing on the wall
while the gas occupies the core region usually with entrained liquid droplets. An-
nular flow is also characterized by persistent impingement of entrained droplets
onto the liquid film and simultaneous entrainment of liquid droplets from the
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film surface to the gas core [2].
1.4.2 Horizontal Pipes
In order to observe the flow patterns in horizontal pipes, a similar experimental setup
to that used for vertical pipes is utilized, shown in Fig. 1.4. This is achieved by fixing
a liquid flow rate and increasing the gas flow rate while observing the different flow
regimes occurring at different gas flow rates.
Camera
Mixer
Figure 1.4: Simple experimental setup used to observe flow patterns for horizontal
pipes.
In the case of horizontal pipes, two cases are to be considered: Low liquid flow




Figure 1.5: Liquid drainage out of a horizontal pipe.
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Low Liquid Flow Rate
For low liquid flow rate, the liquid volumetric flow rate is kept low such that the liquid
level during its drainage when QG = 0 is less than the pipe radius (hL < D/2), where





Figure 1.6: Flow patterns for low liquid flow rate in horizontal pipes.
Fig. 1.6 shows the major flow regimes in horizontal pipes for low liquid flow rate.
For relatively low gas flow rate, the dominant pattern is the stratified smooth flow
which is characterized by a smooth gas-liquid interphase. Increasing the gas flow
rate results in waves of large amplitudes at the interphase due to the hydrodynamic
interactions.
Further increase of the gas flow rate forms the slug flow. In the slug flow, the
waves become larger and bridge the cross-section of the channel. Both phases can
contain droplets from one another and the gas phase is not contiguous.
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At higher gas velocity, the annular flow is present. It is similar to the annular
flow in vertical pipes, except that the bottom liquid film is thicker due to the effect of
gravity.
High Liquid Flow Rate
Contrary to the case of a low liquid flow rate, the flow regimes at high liquid flow
rates for horizontal pipes are quite different. Referring to Fig. 1.5, high liquid flow





Figure 1.7: Flow patterns for high liquid flow rate in horizontal pipes.
The flow regimes illustrated in Fig. 1.7 are observed for high liquid flow rate
in horizontal pipes. The bubbly flow is observed at a low gas flow rate, which is
characterized by separate bubbles concentrated at the top section of the pipe because
of the buoyancy effect. At higher gas flow rate, the dispersed bubbly flow regime
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appears. It is equivalent to the bubble flow in vertical pipes and characterized by a
uniform distribution of spherical bubbles. The plug/elongated bubble flow is similar
to the slug flow in vertical pipes. By achieving an extremely high gas flow rate relative
to the liquid flow rate, the annular flow is observed. Figure Fig. 1.8 depicts selected





Figure 1.8: Photographs of flow regimes in horizontal pipe flow by Barbosa et al. [6].
1.4.3 Inclined Pipes
In inclined pipes, the observed flow patterns are so close to those observed in verti-
cal flow, especially when the deviation from vertical is low (< 20◦). Churn flow is
rarely present for deviations more than 20◦. Moreover, as the inclination approaches
horizontal, the stratified flow starts emerging.
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1.4.4 Other Factors Affecting Flow Regimes
It is worthy to mention that the previously described major flow regimes are based on
visual observations using simple photographic techniques. More sophisticated tech-
niques can capture several variations within some of the flow patterns [7]. The follow-
ing notes are worthy to mention regarding the flow regimes [2]:
1. Flow regimes depend on the geometry and liquid properties. Effective prop-
erties include liquid density, surface tension, and the liquid-gas density ratio.
The significant geometrical attributes are the flow direction with respect to the
gravitational force direction, the aspect ratio, the channel shape and size, and
any attribute that might disturb the flow.
2. Details of the flow regimes can vary depending on the geometry. However, the
basic flow patterns such as annular, bubbly, churn and stratified are present in
almost all system configurations.
3. The previously described flow regimes are not all the possible flow configurations.
Actually, by concentrating on the complex flow details, it is possible to define
other subtle flow patterns. However, the major regimes described have gained
wide acceptance over the years [2].
4. Flow regimes involving phase change (boiling or condensation) are completely
different from those of adiabatic flow.
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1.5 State of the Art
Two-phase flows are characterized by much more complexity and features than single-
phase flow. The most significant feature of liquid-gas flow is the presence of deformable
interfaces. The existence of the interfaces in addition to the turbulence occurring
within each phase makes the modelling process highly tedious. Due to the difficulties
of having a precise method for the analysis of two-phase flows and for the lack of better
alternations, the formulations are often based on experimental correlations. So far, ex-
act prediction of the multiphase flow behavior could not be achieved and approximate
analytical solutions are only possible in very few cases. Currently, Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) are widely used in the analysis of multiphase flows.
A strong formulation for a gas-liquid flow problem requires a description of how
pressure and flow velocity develop in time and also a prediction of the interphase
geometry. A detailed discussion about multiphase flows modelling is presented in
Chapter 3.
In gas-liquid two-phase flows, several parameters and forces are critical and
strongly contribute to the flow behavior. These parameters are mostly associated
with the interfaces and the presence of more than a phase in the flow field. Examples
of these parameters include surface tension and gravity. In Sections 1.5.1 to 1.5.3, the
effects of these parameters on the flow field are discussed.
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1.5.1 Role of Surface Tension
Surface tension is a material property by which a liquid exerts a force along the
interface, usually a liquid-gas interface. Each Liquid molecule away from the interface
acts on other molecules equal forces in all direction. Nevertheless, because of the
presence of a different substance at the interface, molecules near the interface have
a higher attraction to each other than for molecules away from the interface. This
results in a layer on the free liquid surface that acts as a stretched membrane due
to imbalanced forces and the surface becomes under tension, which may explain the
origin of the term ”surface tension”. Surface tension coefficient, σ, is a force per unit
length and has a value of 0.07197 N/m for the water-air interface at room temperature.
Surface tension affects the flow behavior in a liquid-gas flow especially in the
vicinity of the interface. In addition, it influences the disturbance waves formed at
the liquid-gas interface. Matsuyama et al. [8] conducted an experiment to study the
effects of surface tension on the liquid film behavior in upward annular flows. They
used air as the working gas and each of two liquids with different surface tensions
as the test liquid. The two liquids have nearly equal density and viscosity. Authors
observed that low surface tension of the working liquid showed a thinner and rougher
film like sharkskin. This results in a higher interfacial shear stress for low surface
tension case. Moreover, the mean disturbance wave speed increases as the surface
tension decreases.
Sadatomi et al. [9] experimentally and analytically investigated the effects of sur-
face tension on the flow behavior of annular two-phase flow in vertical 5 and 16 mm
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diameter pipes using three liquids with different surface tensions. Observations im-
plied that the lower the surface tension, the rougher the liquid-gas interface and the
thinner the liquid film and the higher the interfacial friction. Photographs of Sadatomi
et al’s observations are shown in Fig. 1.9. The photographs were taken at a superficial
gas velocity of 50 m/s and superficial liquid velocity of 0.1 m/s.
Water PLE EF112
Figure 1.9: Photographs of upward annular flow for three liquids with different
surface tension forces by Sadatomi et al. [9].
Accordingly, the surface tension has a considerable effect on the flow field and it
is important to be taken into account in multiphase flow modelling.
1.5.2 Role of the Pipe Diameter
The role of the pipe diameter in the formation of the flow field is prominent in micro-
channels. Chen et al. [10] conducted an experiment to examine the effect of the tube
diameter on the flow pattern in the vertical upward two-phase flow with R134a as
the working liquid using four tubes with diameters of 1.10, 2.01, 2.88 and 4.26 mm.
The authors determined the critical diameter to be 2 mm, where the flow pattern
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characteristics start to significantly change. At such a small scale, the surface tension
force becomes the most dominant. Moreover, after producing the flow patterns, the
study implied that the slug-churn and churn-annular boundaries highly depend on
the internal tube diameter. Observations reported by Chen et al. [10] are shown in
Fig. 1.10 revealing the effect of the pipe size on the flow pattern observed, where
Ugs and Uls refer to the superficial gas velocity and the superficial liquid velocity,
respectively. It is clear from the figure that the flow behavior when D = 1.10 mm is
different from the other cases, which reflects the effect of the diameter at the micro-
scale.
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a) D = 1.10 mm 
b) D = 2.01 mm 
c) D = 2.88 mm 
d) D = 4.26 mm 
Figure 1.10: Photographs of upward annular flow for four different tube sizes by
Chen et al. [10].
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1.5.3 Role of Gravity
Gravity plays a significant role in the determination of the flow configuration. Indeed,
this is clear in the fact that the flow regimes in horizontal channels are considerably
different from those in vertical channels. In single-phase incompressible flow, the entire
flow domain is subjected to the same gravitational force which makes it easier to deal
with. In multiphase flows, however, the presence of more than one substance implies
different and irregular density field. Consequently, the gravitational force varies within
the domain as it is density dependent, which highly influences the flow field.
The major effect of gravity is on the liquid film behavior and the liquid-gas in-
terface. Ohta et al. [11] experimentally studied the effect of gravity on the upward
annular flow of air and water. Three levels of gravity were tested: g, 2g, and 0.01g-
0.03g, where g donates gravity (9.81 m/s). The study implied that the disturbance at
the interface increases with increasing gravity, while the annular film was observed to
be smooth at low gravity. Consequently, the interfacial shear stress becomes higher
at high gravity. Moreover, increasing gravity resulted in a considerable increase in the
frequency of the disturbance waves. Sample observation of the experiment is shown
in Fig. 1.11 for illustration.
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g 2g 0.01g-0.03g
Figure 1.11: Sample observation of water-air upward annular flow at different
gravity levels when USG = 15.9 m/s and USL = 0.0663 m/s by Ohta et al. [11].
One of the issues relevant to gravity is the concept of liquid film reversal, which is
the state when the gas is unable to carry the liquid upward. Consequently, the liquid
reverses flow direction because of gravity leading to what is known as ”liquid loading”.
1.6 Liquid Loading and Film Reversal
In gas wells, the annular flow is the dominant flow pattern where gases flow in the
pipe core with a thin film of liquids on the pipe wall. At some point in time, the
gas well ceases production due to what is known as liquid loading. This problem is
initiated by the liquid film reversing its flow direction and flowing downward.
Liquid loading is a serious issue that every mature gas well eventually suffers from.
It is defined as the state at which the well is unable to extract the liquids with the
gases produced. This issue is inevitable and occurs at later stages of mature gas wells’
lifetime. The consequences of liquid loading may include significantly reducing the
well production or eventually ceasing it.
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1.6.1 The Mechanism of Liquid Loading
The reason why the production of the well drops is the blockage of the involved liquids
in the wellbore because of their accumulation at the bottom of the flow channel over
time. The well products consist of gases flowing along the pipe core and liquids flow-
ing upward on the pipe inner surface, which corresponds to the type of flow known
as annular two-phase flow. The pressure difference along the pipe is reduced gradu-
ally which, in turn, reduces the gas velocity. The gas velocity is kept in continuous
reduction till it reaches a velocity where the gases cannot drive the liquids to flow up.
Afterwards, the liquids start falling and accumulating in the wellbore which gradually
reduces the liquids production and eventually results in blocking the flow channel.
This imposes a back pressure by as the accumulated liquids impeding the flowing of
gases.
Accordingly, the flow in the wellbore is no more an annular flow and high fluctua-
tions and drop in the production rate are observed. The production rate fluctuation
and sudden drop are the first common symptom of liquid loading that can be observed
and measured. However, the onset of this phenomenon occurs beforehand and is not
usually predicted. Fig. 1.12 shows a typical decline curve of a gas well with the in-
dication of liquid loading, which shows the fluctuation of the production rate due to
the intermitted behavior resulted from liquid slugs [12].
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Figure 1.12: Expected decline curve of a gas well compared to the indication of
liquid loading.
1.6.2 Film Reversal
The initiation of this entire process that eventually leads to loading the gas well is the
reversing of the liquid flow direction from upward to starting falling down, the onset of
film reversal. At the onset of film reversal, part of the liquid film flows upward while
the remaining liquids keep flowing downward. Eventually, and after the gas velocity
reaches to the critical velocity, the entire liquid film starts flowing downward. The
present flow regime is the annular flow and its transition to churn flow.
1.7 Thesis Objective
Modelling the behavior of the liquid film is the key to understand the phenomena of
film reversal and liquid loading. Experimentally, it is difficult to observe the precise
behavior of the liquid film due to the fact that it covers the channel walls.
As discussed later in Chapter 2, most of the analytical studies concentrated on the
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force balance for a liquid droplet with the use of field data, with little work spent in
the film stability criteria. Recently, there have been no studies tending to improve the
analytical approaches for the film stability and liquid drop transport criteria which
were initiated by Turner et al. [13].
With the current advances in computational modelling, the concentration is ex-
pected to shift to CFD modelling. As a result, very few studies have been recently
emerged in modelling the annular two-phase flow using CFD techniques such as the
3D work done by Karami et al. [16] to simulate liquid loading in a horizontal pipe
and the study performed by Han [17] to investigate the liquid entrainment of annular
two-phase flow of water and air in a vertical tube.
The ultimate objectives of this study are to perform a CFD simulation to inves-
tigate the flow behavior in the vicinity of the liquid film. The study focuses on the
characteristics of film reversal in order to examine the flow behavior over the range
in which the critical gas velocity exists (the velocity corresponding to complete film
reversal).
1.8 Thesis Outline
This thesis consists of six chapters and structured as follows:
Chapter 1 introduces the area of multiphase flows with a special concentration on
the liquid-gas two-phase flow. Flow regimes in vertical, horizontal and inclined pipes
are overviewed, and the state of art of such flow is presented. The chapter ends with
stating the thesis objectives and outline after presenting a brief discussion of liquid
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loading and film reversal in vertical pipes.
Chapter 2 presents a review of the highlighted experimental and analytical works
that investigated the critical gas velocity based on the droplet transport criteria and
the film stability criteria, in additional to numerous numerical studies.
Chapter 3 overviews the common modelling strategies and techniques employed
to study two-phase flow systems including a detailed description of the two-fluid model.
Chapter 4 presents the model adopted in the current study along with the as-
sumptions made. It also discusses the selected closure laws, computational domain,
and boundary conditions.
Chapter 5 starts by presenting the mesh independence test, time independence
test, and the model validation. Furthermore, the resulted flow field, as well as pressure
gradient, shear stress and phase distribution contours are provided.
Chapter 6 concludes the current research. The utilized models and outcomes are




In this chapter, a critical review of the work done on the problem of liquid loading is
presented with special emphasis on the common approaches to investigate the problem
and the determination of the critical velocity of the gas phase (the minimum velocity
necessary to drive the liquid film upward). The computational methodologies adopted
by various researchers are also presented together with several examples of their work.
Two major methods have been approached to determine the gas critical velocity:
entrained droplet movement and liquid film stability. Moreover, several studies that
have been recently emerged based on numerical simulation of this phenomenon, are
presented and discussed.
2.1 Critical Velocity Characterization
2.1.1 Entrained Droplet Transport
One way to characterize the critical gas velocity is to consider the momentum balance
of the entrained droplets. Turner et al. [13] were the first to develop a model to
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compute the critical gas velocity by analyzing the movement of entrained droplets.
The authors suggested that the critical velocity is equal to the terminal velocity of a
droplet during its free fall. They used the largest droplet size in their analysis which
intuitively survives the other drops of smaller sizes from falling. The entrained drop
movement model and the continuous film model both were compared to the field data
of 106 wells and the entrained drop movement model fitted best to the data as it
showed satisfactory results for 66 wells’ data. So, Turner et al. gave the critical gas







where USG,cr is the critical gas velocity and ρ donates the density. An initial look
at Eq. (2.1) indicates that the critical velocity depends on the surface tension, gas
density, and liquid density. It has been suggested to apply an upward adjustment of
20% because the authors found that the model underestimates the minimum gas flow
rate. By applying such an adjustment, additional 11 wells best fitted to the entrained
drop transport model. Nevertheless, Turner et al.’s model had the disadvantage of
assuming that the droplet shape is perfectly spherical and does not change during the
flow. Moreover, the majority of the data fitted to the model was for wells having high
wellhead pressure, mainly above 1000 psi.
Coleman et al. [14] tested the entrained drop transport model of Turner et al. on
the field data of gas wells with low wellhead pressure, typically below 500 psi. They
concluded that the model accurately predicts the critical gas velocity without the
need of the 20% adjustment for low wellhead pressure wells. Moreover, Coleman et
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al. reported, according to their work, that the results are significantly impacted by
the pressure and wellbore diameter, while parameters such as temperature, gravity,
and interfacial surface tension have negligible effects.
Nosseir et al. [15] argued that the reason why Turner et al.’s model had some
discrepancies is that they did not take the flow regime into consideration. The authors
considered two flow regimes: transition flow regime and highly turbulent flow regime.
Each of the two regimes has a different expression of the critical gas velocity. For the
highly turbulent flow, the critical velocity reported by Nosseir et al. is Turner et al.’s
equation but adjusted by 21%. Nosseir et al. also reported that adjusting Eq. (2.1)
by 21% reduced the absolute cumulative error from 23.5% to 8.3%.
Unlike Turner et al. [13], Li et al. [16] did not assume a spherical shape of a
liquid drop. Instead, they suggested that an entrained droplet has the shape of an
ellipsoid on which their proposed model is based. The reason for such an assumption
is that the pressure difference, under high gas velocity, between the aft and fore of the
droplet results in a deformation which converts the spherical droplet into an ellipsoid,
as shown in Fig. 2.1. Consequently, the drag coefficient, CD, would be unity unlike
the value proposed by Turner et al., 0.44. Hence, Li et al.’s model resulted in lower
critical gas velocity formula, which was validated by comparison to 16 gas wells data




Figure 2.1: The droplet ellipsoid shape in highly turbulent flow.
In 2005, Guo et al. [17] claimed that the model of Turner et al. [13] did not predict
the critical gas flow rate accurately even with the 20% adjustment because it neglected
the bottom hole conditions which are more dominant that the wellhead conditions.
They developed a new method based on the minimum kinetic energy criterion which
requires the gas to reach a minimum value of kinetic energy to carry the droplets up.
As a result, they came up with a set of equations which can be solved in an iterative
manner to obtain the critical gas flow rate.
Experimentally, Westende et al. [18] measured the size of droplets at the onset of
film reversal using a Phase Doppler Anemometry (PDA). They used a 5 cm diameter
pipe and investigated annular and churn two-phase flow with air and water as the two
phases. The authors did not observe any droplets falling, which makes the physical
background on which Turner et al. model is based doubtful. Hence, this led the
authors to conclude that film instability is what characterizes liquid loading.
As previous works did not consider the liquid holdup (the amount of liquid in a gas
stream) in their analysis, Zhou and Yuan [19] proposed a new empirical model that is
dependent on the liquid holdup as a major factor in liquid loading. The authors used
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the gas wells’ data provided by Turner et al. [13] and also used data from Coleman et
al. [14] for validation. The model of Zhou and Yuan consists of a set of two equations
with each equation is valid for a specific range of liquid holdup values.
Fadairo et al. [20] proposed a four-phase gas-oil-water-solid mist flow model and
compared it to the field data. The study showed that the model fitted more data
points than those fitted by Turner et al. [4] and Guo et al. [17]. Later, Bolujo et
al. [21] proposed another improved four-phase model, which fitted more data points
than Fadairo et al.’s model.
2.1.2 Liquid Film Stability
Other researchers characterized liquid loading by the liquid film stability. Zabaras et
al. [22] were experimentally able to study the two-phase annular flow and monitoring
the film flow. They observed that the liquid film reversed its direction at low gas
velocity while the flow was completely co-current at high gas velocity. The wall shear
stress, liquid film thickness, and pressure gradient were constantly monitored. Fur-
thermore, they noticed that the shear stress direction is downward when the film was
flowing upward, while it was periodically changing its direction after the film reversal.
Belt [23] studied the phenomenon of the film reversal in a 0.05 m diameter pipe
using water and air as the two phases. He concentrated on studying 1) the interfacial
friction as it is the dominant driving force for the liquid film to move upward and 2)
explaining the secondary flow in the gas core. Belt [23] concluded that the roll waves
play a significant role in determining the film thickness.
Guner [24] experimentally investigated the initiation of liquid loading in 3-inch
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0◦, 15◦, 30◦ and 45◦ deviated pipes. The author measured the liquid holdup and
pressure gradient and adopted the concept of film reversal in characterizing liquid
loading. Moreover, she conducted a CFD simulation for the vertical pipe case using
the commercial software ANSYS® Fluent. Main recommendations included improving
the inlet geometry of the CFD simulation, modifying the numerical scheme in the
Volume of Fluid (VOF) method to Geo-reconstruction and considering the surface
tension in the VOF model.
Similar to the work of Guner [24], Alsaadi et al. [25] conducted experiments to
investigate the initiation of liquid loading but for a highly deviated 3-inch pipe (60◦ to
88◦). They measured the pressure gradient and the liquid holdup for different liquid
and gas velocities and determined the critical gas velocity for each case. The author
concluded that the critical gas velocity was not always at the point where the pressure
gradient is minimum.
2.2 Numerical Studies
Most of the researchers tend to use empirical and mechanistic models (discussed in
Section 3.4) to model the key parameters of the flow, such as the pressure drop and
the average velocities, due to the simplicity of such approaches compared to others.
With the current advances in CFD, numerical simulations provide numerous flow
details which are not captured by mechanistic models. This section highlights studies
conducted in order to simulate the behavior of the liquid film and the gas core using
the numerical approach.
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Jayanti and Hewitt [26] employed CFD techniques to estimate the flow field in a
liquid wavy film of an annular flow. The study considered a liquid film with a fixed
interface profile ( including a disturbance sinusoidal wave) on one side, while bounded
on the other side by a moving wall at the speed of a disturbance wave in the direction
opposite to the flow direction. The boundary condition at the interface was a fixed
interfacial shear stress profile obtained from correlations, whereas the inlet and outlet
are constrained by periodic boundary conditions. The standard k − ϵ and the low
Reynolds number k − ϵ turbulence models were implemented. Results showed the
low Reynolds number k − ϵ model gave a more accurate prediction of the substrate
film Reynolds number than the standard k − ϵ model. According to the results, the
authors concluded that laminar flow existed in the substrate region while turbulent
flow dominated the disturbance wave region.
Han and Gabriel [27] and Han [28] conducted a CFD numerical simulation of an-
nular flow in order to study the phenomena of liquid entrainment and the effect of
disturbance waves on its progression. The one-fluid model with the VOF method
implemented in the commercial software Fluent 6.18 was utilized with the RNG tur-
bulence k − ϵ model. The authors identified two entrainment mechanisms that are
partially similar in that the growing liquid wave is being sheared off at the crest. The
major outcome is confirming the role that the liquid disturbance waves play in the
liquid entrainment process.
Kishore and Jayanti [29] established a new CFD model to simulate gas-liquid an-
nular flow in ducts. The governing equations were developed only for the gas phase
with the interfacial effect of the liquid film on the gas taken into account by consid-
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ering a rough-walled duct. The deposition and entrainment rates were considered by
adopting empirical correlations of Govan [30]. The results showed good predictions
of the pressure gradient and the film thickness of the steady annular flow, while the
variation of the gas density affected the results of the developing annular flow.
Liu et al. [31] developed a two-fluid model based on the VOF method that included
the effect of liquid roll waves. The gas phase was modelled as a homogeneous mixture
of pure gas and liquid droplets with no slip between the droplets and the gas. The mass
transfer between the liquid and the homogeneous mixture was taken into account by
including the appropriate source terms in the governing equations. The study showed
good predictions of the pressure gradient, film thickness, and shear stress. The authors
noted the significant contribution of wave crests to the entrainment process, which was
also observed by Han and Gabriel [27] and Han [28].
Instead of modelling the two-phase flow using a two-fluid model, the flow can be
modelled by utilizing a three-fluid model as implemented in the works of Stevanovic
and Studovic [32] and Alipchenkov et al. [33]. In this case, the three distinct phases
are the continuous liquid film, the gas stream occupying the core region and the
dispersed liquid droplets entrained by the gas. Introducing the third phase to the
model results in an additional computational effort, especially with the existence of
turbulence, compared to the two-fluid modelling and may lead to further conversion
issues.
Vieiro et al. [34] conducted a CFD study using ANSYS CFX 13.0 to investigate
the two-phase behaviour of the annular flow near the transition to churn flow. They
adopted the homogeneous model in a Two-dimensional (2D) axisymmetric computa-
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This chapter aims to overview the common methods of modelling multiphase flows
problems with special emphasis on the methods implemented in this study. The basic
terminologies are first introduced and then the most common models are presented.
3.1 Basic Terminologies
Before going into the modelling, numerous basic terminologies and parameters that
are utilized to characterize the flow are first introduced. These parameters include
the superficial velocity, liquid holdup and flow pattern maps.
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3.1.1 The Superficial Velocity
The superficial velocity of a given phase i is defined as its average axial velocity as if
it is the only phase flowing through the channel. It is obtained by dividing the flow





where USi is the superficial velocity of phase i, Ap is the pipe cross-sectional area
and i is the phase index.
3.1.2 The Liquid Holdup
THe liquid holdup of a given two-phase pipe flow is the volume occupied by the liquid
within the system relative to the total volume. In multiphase flow systems, the phases
move with different velocities due to gravity and several other factors. The heavier






where HL is the liquid holdup, V L is the volume occupied by the liquid phase and
V T is the total volume of the pipe.
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3.1.3 Flow Pattern Maps
The flow pattern map of a two-phase flow system is a plot of the boundaries of the flow
regimes in terms of independent flow parameters, usually the superficial gas velocity
and the superficial liquid velocity. The flow pattern maps help to predict the flow
regime of a given two-phase system by knowing the superficial velocities of the phases.
Fig. 3.1 shows the flow pattern map resulted from the unified model of Barnea [35]




















Figure 3.1: Flow pattern map for vertical upward flow in a 3-inch diameter pipe
according to the unified model of Barnea [35].
3.2 The General Method
Treating multiphase flows problems is generally similar to single flow problems, which
starts by deducing the three conservation laws:
• Conservation of mass.
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• Conservation of momentum.
• Conservation of energy.
These three laws are presented in the form of partial differential equations with
respect to the necessary number of spatial coordinates, time is included if the problem
is of a transient nature. Then the set of equations are completed or closed with the
essential constitutive laws, which are mainly the following:
1. Equations of state relating the materials’ physical properties.
2. Rate equations which describe the natural behavior of the involved materials in
a simplified way, such as Newton’s law of viscosity and Fourier law.
3. Semi-empirical relations for parameters such as turbulence parameters and fric-
tion factors.
Given the conservation equations and the closure relations, we then define the
boundary conditions of the domain of interest according to our physical understanding
of the problem, which are usually approximations to what really occurs in nature.
Eventually, we solve the resulting equations subjected to the boundary conditions.
With the current technological advancements, numerical methods implemented in
computer codes are mostly utilized in solving; analytical solutions and approximate
analytical solutions are possible but rare.
Common approaches utilized to predict the flow field of multiphase flows can be
divided into the following:





Throughout this chapter, the previously mentioned models are introduced and
overviewed with special concentration on the model utilized in the current study.
Conservation of energy and consideration of mass transfer among the phases are not
going to be discussing since it is out of the scope of the present study.
3.3 The Empirical Approach
The empirical approach is the most commonly used technique to examine the char-
acteristics of multiphase flows due to the complexity of other methods. It can be
described by the following three stages [1]:
1. Data collection. A high number of data points are experimentally collected for
the parameter of interest within specific bounded ranges for other properties
and parameters.
2. Correlation. Empirical relationships are obtained to relate the parameter of
interest, the dependent variable, to the other properties and parameters, the
independent variables.
3. Application. The obtained correlations are then used to predict the design vari-
able in computer and hand calculations.
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Empirical correlations become invalid when applied out of the range of independent
variables they cover. Searching for improved models has been necessary due to the
relative failure of empirical correlations in predicting two-phase flow quantities, yet
that does not necessarily imply a better performance of these models.
The inaccuracy of empirical correlations is a consequence of the following factors:
1. The error involved with the experimental data itself. The maximum accuracy of
gas-liquid systems measurements can be in the order of 10-20%.
2. Inappropriate formulation of the correlations. if the correlation form is not
suitable, a good fit of the data is not possible.
3. uncorrelatable data. The data might be uncorrelatable due to one of the following
reasons:
(a) Some independent variables may be unknown.
(b) Some effects may not be identified. For instance, one might not take
the surface tension into account in correlations for the pressure gradient
whereas it may have a considerable effect.
(c) The flow might not be in equilibrium. In two-phase flow, unlike single-phase
flows, the flow may need hundreds of diameters to reach equilibrium, and
sometimes it doesn’t reach equilibrium due to the transient nature of the
system, which may cause large errors.
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3.4 Phenomenological Modelling
Phenomenological Modelling, also called mechanistic modelling, is the flow regime
dependent modelling. One cause of empirical correlations inaccuracy might be that
they do not take the flow regimes into account. As discussed in chapter 1, each
flow regime has a completely different behavior and can be dealt with different than
others. In the phenomenological strategy, the modelling is performed for a particular
flow regime. This evolves the issue of the identification of the flow regime that applies
to the system of interest under the given conditions.
For a given flow regime, the phenomenological approach proceeds as follows:
1. Experiments are conducted and measurements and observations are obtained
for global parameters, such as the pressure drop, and local parameters, such as
the annular film thickness.
2. According to the obtained measurements and observations, theoretical models
are developed to describe the flow behavior for that particular flow pattern.
3. Integrate the local models to obtain a description of the entire system, which
might consider the non-equilibrium by modelling the flow evolution within the
flow channel.
3.5 The One-fluid Model
The one-fluid model is widely used in CFD studies of multiphase flows. In the one-
fluid formulation, the conservation laws are formulated for the entire computational
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domain as if it is a single fluid flow. However, the fluid properties, the density and
viscosity, are abruptly varied across the interface. In order to be able to utilize such an
approach, the interface positions must be tracked so that the material properties are
varied accordingly. Hence, the interface position is tracked by using Interface Tracking
(IT) techniques.
3.5.1 The Conservation Equations
The conservation equations for the one-fluid model are the standard conservation
equations that govern a single phase flow but with a variable density dictated by
the interface location and an added term to the momentum equation of the capillary
forces present at the interface. Hence, the mass and momentum conservation for
incompressible two-phase flows are, respectively, given by
∇ · V = 0 (3.3)
D
Dt
(ρV ) = −∇p+∇ · τ + ρg + F c (3.4)
where V is the velocity vector; p is the pressure; τ is the shear stress tensor; g is
the gravity vector; F c is the capillary forces represented by the surface tension.
The material properties for the whole domain are defined as
ρ = ρG + (ρL − ρG)χL (3.5)
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µ = µG + (µL − µG)χL (3.6)
where the parameter χL is referred to as the phase indicator function of the liquid
phase and discussed next in Section 3.5.2.
3.5.2 Phase Indicator Function Evolution
The phase indicator function is a basic parameter in the multiphase flow modelling.
The main purpose of introducing the indicator function is to distinguish the areas of
the domain containing each phase and locate the interfaces, and it is also known as
the color function. It is a function of space and time and defined, for the phase i, as
χi =

1, if the phase i is present;
0, otherwise.
(3.7)
Since the indicator function is a material property that moves with the flow, its
total derivative is zero (neglecting the mass transfer among phases). The advection
equation governing the flow of the indicator function, for phase i, is given by
∂χi
∂t
+ V · ∇χi = 0. (3.8)
Eq. (3.8) is equivalent to saying that the fluid volumes are constant on streamlines
and used to determine the interface location and the space occupied by each phase.
The indicator function defined by Eq. (3.8) is interpreted according to the procedure
used to geometrically resolve and track the interface as each approach attributes it to
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a physical meaning. For example, in the VOF method, it is interpreted as a volume
fraction, whereas in the Level Set (LS) method, it is known as a conservative level set
function.
Numerous procedures are available to track the interface position. These methods
are reviewed by Lakehal et al. [36] and Rider and Kothe [37], and can be classi-
fied, according to the way the interface motion is tracked, into Eulerian-based and
Lagrangian-based IT methods. Eulerian-based methods refer to the methods where
the grid is fixed independently of the motion of the interface. On the other hand, in
Lagrangian methods, the grid moves with the interface.
Most common Eulerian methods include the VOF method [37]–[41], the immersed
boundary or Front Tracking (FT) method [42], [43], the LS methods [44]–[47], and
the Phase Field (PF) methods [48]–[50]. Next is a quick overview of the concept of
the VOF method most commonly used in CFD applications.
3.5.3 The Volume of Fluid Method
The VOF method first proposed by Hirt and Nichols [38] is one of the most common
methods used to capture the interface profile. It implements the concept of volume
fraction to identify the cells where the interface is located. This method relies on the
definition of the volume fraction. The volume fraction of phase i represents the space
occupied by the phase i relative to the total space of a given cell. Donated by αi, the











where V refers to the volume of the cell and α is the volume fraction of phase
i within the cell. Eq. (3.9) implies that the volume fraction is the color function
averaged over the volume. This definition is used to identify the cells occupied by
phase i (αi = 1), the cells not occupied by the phase i (αi = 0) and the interfacial
cells (0 < αi < 1).
Of the two phases, Eq. (3.8), averaged over the volume, is solved for the primary
phase, the phase occupying the majority of the computational domain, in order to
save the computational effort. The volume fraction of the secondary phase is obtained
as
αj = 1− αi. (3.10)
In case of the existence of more than two phases, the phase indicator advection
equation is solved for (n − 1) phases, where n is the number of phases. The volume
fraction if the nth phase is obtained using the generalized form of Eq. (3.10) as
n∑
i=1
αi = 1. (3.11)
Interface Reconstruction Schemes
Locating the cells where the interface exists does not guarantee the same interface
geometry. Hence, interface reconstruction schemes are adopted in order to capture a
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precise profile of the interface within each computational cell. Rider and Kothe [37]
classified and reviewed these schemes and discussed the advantages and drawback of
each one.
Examples of reconstruction schemes include SLIC and PLIC schemes. Fig. 3.2
shows the reconstructed interfaces of a circle using the SLIC and PLIC schemes as
compared to the actual interface, with the numbers in the cells donating the volume
fractions.
a) b)
Figure 3.2: Examples of reconstruction schemes: a) SLIC reconstruction scheme and
b) PLIC reconstruction scheme [37].
The SLIC scheme forces the interface to be parallel to the most logical coordinate
of the mesh, while in the PLIC scheme the reconstructed interface aligns linearly with
the actual one which is much more accurate than the SLIC. However, the grid size is
recommended to be small enough to capture the interface details since complex actual
interfaces within a given cell are not accurately reconstructed using such schemes.
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3.6 The Two-fluid Model
Unlike the one-fluid model which models the working phases as one fluid, the multi-
fluid model [51], [52] considers each phase separately. For a given number of phases,
each phase has its own conservation equations which govern the mass, momentum
and energy balance. Since the interactions between the phases take place at the
interfaces, interaction terms are added to the conservation equations governing the
mass, momentum and energy exchange between the phases. These interaction terms
need extra constitutive laws in order to close the set of equations, and they also must
obey the balance laws at the interfaces.
The two-fluid model is a special case of the multi-fluid model, where only two
phases are modelled, usually a liquid and a gas. For such a model, six conservation
equations, three for each phase, governs the flow system. The two-fluid model is much
more complicated than the one-fluid model in terms of the constitutive laws needed
and the number of equations involved. Such a model can take the non-equilibrium
and dynamic interactions between the phases into account as it involves two distinct
velocity fields in its formulation.
The usefulness of the two-fluid model is highlighted when the two phases are weakly
coupled, the inertia changes rapidly for each phase. On the other hand, if the two
phases are strongly coupled, the two-fluid model adds unessential complexity to the
problem.
In this section, we present an overview of the two-fluid model formulation that
has been used in the current study. The discussion is restricted to the case isothermal
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flow with no phase change and the energy equation is dropped from the formulation.
3.6.1 Conservation of Mass
The continuity equation conserving the mass of phase i is given by
∂
∂t
(αiρi) +∇ · (αiρiV i) = Γi (3.12)
with a similar equation for the other phase j. The balance condition at the interface
is defined by
Γi + Γj = 0. (3.13)
Γi and Γj represent the mass rates per unit volume received or added to phases i
and j, respectively, at the interface. For the case of no phase change, Γi = Γj = 0.
The above condition implies that the mass lost by each phase is received by the other,
which is an intuitive mass conservation statement at the interface. Similarly, the
volume fractions of the two phases are correlated by Eq. (3.10) as
αi + αj = 1. (3.14)
3.6.2 Conservation of Momentum






(αiV i) +∇ · (αiV iV i)
)
= −αi∇p+∇ · (τ v,i + τ t,i) + αiρig +M i + F s,i
(3.15)
where τ v,i and τ t,i are the viscous and turbulent shear stress tensors, respectively.
The term donated M i represents the momentum exchange between phase i and the
other phase(s) at the interface, and F s,i is the continuum surface force of the surface
tension. The momentum exchange can be represented by several forces,
M i = FD,i +ψi + F other,i. (3.16)
The force terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.16) are the interfacial drag force,
momentum exchange due to mass transfer, and other forces, respectively. Other forces
F other,i can include the lift force, wall lubrication force, virtual mass force or turbulent
dispersion force (for turbulent flows only) which are added according to the physics
of the problem. No mass transfer implies ψG = ψL = 0.
The viscous shear stress tensor in Eq. (3.15) is given by
τ v,i = αiµi(∇V +∇V Ti ) + αi(λi −
2
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µi)∇ · V iI. (3.17)
Eq. (3.15) must be completed by the essential constitutive laws and models de-




The interfacial drag is the key quantity for defining the degree to which the two phases
are coupled. It represents the exchange of momentum due to the interfacial friction
between the two phases and is a mandatory component of interaction term Mi in the
momentum equation.
For multiphase flows, the interfacial drag term of phase i represents the sum of





with FD,ji donating the drag exerted on phase i as a result of the interaction with
phase j. In case of two-phase flow, it is only one term for each phase, either FD,GL
or FD,LG. The force balance at the interface implies FD,GL = −FD,LG.





ρ CD Aint |V r,ji|2 nrji, (3.19)
where V r,ji is the relative velocity vector, |V j − V i|; Aint is the interfacial area







Numerous models are available to determine the drag coefficient, CD, and the
interfacial area concentration, Aint. The symmetric model for the drag and the inter-
facial area concentration going to be discussed since it is the selected model for the
current study.
For the symmetric model, the interfacial area concentration and the drag coefficient








24(1 + 0.15Re0.687)/Re Re ≤ 1000




ρ |V r,ji| d
µ
. (3.23)
Here, d is the length scale and Re is the relative Reynolds number. Note that the
volume averaged properties used for this model are given by
ρ = ρα = αiρi + αjρj (3.24)
µ = µα = αiµi + αjµj. (3.25)
After substituting for V r,ji,nr,ji, Aint and ρ in Eq. (3.26), the interfacial drag force
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αj(1− αj) |V j − V i| (V j − V i) (3.26)
where CD is given by Eq. (3.22).
The symmetric drag model is recommended when the secondary phase in a region
of the computational domain becomes the continuous phase in another.
Surface Tension Force
Surface tension, at the free liquid surface, is a result of higher force of attraction
between the liquid molecules than to the gas molecules. This results in a net inward
force at the liquid surface. Thus, the surface becomes under tension due to imbalanced
forces, which may explain the origin of the term ”surface tension”.
The commercial software ANSYS Fluent [53] implements two models for modelling
the surface tension: Continuum Surface Force (CSF) and continuum surface stress
(CSS). The CSF model proposed by Brackbill et al. [54] add the surface tension force
as a source term to the momentum equation. Brackbill et al. [54] used the divergence
theorem to convert the surface tension force from a surface force to a volume force.
Hence, the surface tension force per unit volume existing between phases i and j
can be expressed as
F s = Cij σijκi∇αi (3.27)
where the curvature, κi, is given by
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Here, nn,i is the unit vector normal to the interface, and the coefficient Cij in








Since ∇αi = −∇αj and κi = −κj, the surface tension force can also be written as
F s = Cji σjiκj∇αj (3.30)
where Cji = Cij and σji = σij.
In the one-fluid model discussed in Section 3.5, the surface tension force F s is
added to the momentum equation as a source term without any further modifications.
However, implementing the previously described surface tension model to the two-fluid
model requires splitting the surface tension between the phases,
F si = βi F s and F sj = βj F s (3.31)
where the averaging factors βi and βj satisfy the condition
βi + βj = 1. (3.32)
Bartosiewicz et al. [55] proposed and tested two models for the averaging factor
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for k = i, j (3.33)
while the other model is based on the volume averaging,
βk = αk for k = i, j. (3.34)
Moreover, the surface tension can be added only to one of the two phases,
βi = 1 or βj = 1. (3.35)
The implementation of the first two models of the surface tension splitting,
Eqs. (3.33) and (3.34), in the work by Bartosiewicz et al. [55] did not result in signif-
icant differences with the analytical solution. Štrubelj et al. [56] tested five models of
splitting the surface tension for the two-fluid approach in a surface tension dominant
problem of liquid and gas (donated by L and G, respectively). The models are the
four models described in Eqs. (3.33) to (3.35) and βL = 2 and βG = −1. Despite the
insignificant differences in the results, the volume formulation (Eq. (3.34)) and the
model with βL = 2 and βG = −1 showed a lower error than the other formulations,
according to Štrubelj et al [56].
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Turbulence Closure
Several turbulence models have been proposed over time. The k−ϵ turbulence models
have been successfully applied to applications involving multiphase flows such as slug
flow [57], [58] and annular flow [59]–[62]. ANSYS FLUENT provides three turbulence
k−ϵ models to model turbulent flows: standard, Re-Normalization Group (RNG) and
realizable k − ϵ models. Three formulations are available for each of these turbulence
models [53]:
1. Mixture model (the default).
2. Dispersed model.
3. Turbulence model for each phase.
Detailed descriptions of the three formulations are discussed in the theory guide of
ANSYS Fluent [53]. The RNG k− ϵ model for each phase is discussed in some detail
since it is the one adopted in the current study.
The per-phase formulation is the most general form of a turbulence model as
it consists of separate k and ϵ transport equations for each phase with extra terms
added to account for the turbulent interactions between the phases. However, because
the number of unknowns is doubled in the per phase formulation, it is the most
computationally expensive formulation.
The turbulent shear stress tensor is given by
τ t,i = ρiµt,i(∇U i +∇UTi )−
2
3
(ρiki + ρiµt,i∇ ·U i)I (3.36)
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where U i = αiV i and ki is the turbulent kinetic energy. The turbulent viscosity,
µt,i, is calculated by solving the differential equation for turbulent viscosity which, for















and ϵi is the rate of dissipation of the turbulent kinetic energy. The two transport
equations for phase i, that interacts with other phases l, are given by [53]
∂
∂t
(αiρiki) +∇ · (αiρiU iki) = ∇ · (
αi
P̂ rk,i
(µi + µt,i)∇ki) + (αiGk,i − αiρiϵi)+
n∑
l=1
K li(C likl − Cilki)−
n∑
l=1














(αiρiϵi) +∇ · (αiρiU iϵi) = ∇ · (
αi
P̂ rϵ,i









K li(C likl − Cilki)−
n∑
l=1











where the model constants are C1ϵ = 1.42, C2ϵ = 1.68, C3ϵ = 1.3 and Prd,i =
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Prd,l = 0.75. K li is the interphase exchange coefficient such that
FD,li = K liV r,li. (3.41)
P̂ rk,i and P̂ rϵ,i, the effective Prandtl numbers of the phase i, are computed using
the following equation [63]
∣∣∣∣∣ P̂ r−1i − 1.39230.3929
∣∣∣∣∣







The production of the turbulent kinetic energy of phase i, Gk,i, is given by
Gk,i = µt,i(∇U i +∇UTi ) : ∇U i. (3.43)
C li and Cil are approximated as










, τ tli =
τ tti√
(1 + Cβξ2li)















, Cβ = 1.8− 1.35 cos2 θ, ξli =
|V l − V i|τ tti
Lt,i
,










where τ tli is the eddy particle interaction time; τF li is the characteristic particle
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relaxation time;τ tti is the time scale of the energetic turbulent eddies; CVM is the
added-mass coefficient; θ is the angle between the mean particle velocity and the
mean relative velocity; Lt,i is the length scale of the turbulent eddies.
The term Ri is the major difference between the RNG and the standard k − ϵ










Ei = T i
ki
ϵi
, E0 = 4.38, m = 0.012, Cµ = 0.845. (3.47)
The parameter T i in Eq. (3.47) represents the modulus of the rate-of-strain tensor of
phase i.
3.7 Other Models
The two-fluid model is the most general model to solve for the local details of two-
phase flows. Other simplified models such as the drift-flux model and the homogeneous
model can be employed to precisely model a wide range of systems without the need
for going through the excessive effort in solving the two-fluid model. The following
discussion introduces the drift-flux model and the homogeneous model.
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3.7.1 The Drift-flux Model
The drift-flux model, sometimes called the mixture model, considers the mixture as
a whole, unlike the two-fluid model. Hence, it is simpler than the two-fluid model.
However, the assumptions made in the drift-flux model result in losing some local
flow characteristics. The drift-flux model is quite practical in engineering applications
when it is required to find the response of the total mixture as a whole instead of
each individual phase. Moreover, it is efficient when the two phases are strongly
coupled [52].
In the formulation of the drift-flux model, only three field equations are required
to be solved instead of four equations in the two-fluid model. These equations are the
mixture continuity and momentum equations in addition to the continuity equation of
one of the phases (secondary phase). For the two phases i and j, the three equations
are given, respectively, as follows [53].
Mixture Conservation of Mass
∂ρm
∂t
+∇ · (ρmV m) = 0 (3.48)
Mixture Conservation of Momentum
∂
∂t
(ρmV m) +∇ · (ρmV mV m) =
−∇p+∇ · (τ v + τ t)−∇ · (αjρjV j,drV j,dr + αiρiV i,drV i,dr) + ρmg + F s
(3.49)
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Conservation of Mass for The Secondary phase
∂
∂t
(αjρj) +∇ · (αjρjV m) = Γj −∇ · (αjρiρjV j,dr) (3.50)
The previously described formulation is in terms of the mixture properties, the
volume fraction and the drift velocity of the secondary phase. The mixture velocity
V m, drift velocity V j,dr, viscous shear stress τ v, mixture viscosity µm, and mixture




(αiρiV i + αjρjV j) (3.51)
V j,dr = V j − V m (3.52)
τ v = µm(∇V m +∇V Tm) (3.53)
µm = αiµi + αjµj (3.54)
ρm = αiρi + αjρj (3.55)
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3.7.2 The Homogeneous Model
For the drift-flux model, If the nature of the flow has a negligible drift, the approxi-
mation of neglecting the drift can be made (V i,dr = V j,dr ≈ 0). This eliminates the
drift terms in the mixture momentum and the secondary phase continuity equations.
The resulted simplified equations form the homogeneous model, which is a special case
of the drift-flux model and the simplest multi-dimensional model for two-phase flow.
Hence, the field equations for the homogeneous model are simplified to the following.
Mixture Conservation of Mass
∂ρm
∂t
+∇ · (ρmV m) = 0 (3.56)
Mixture Conservation of Momentum
∂
∂t
(ρmV m) +∇ · (ρmV mV m) = −∇p+∇ · (τ v + τ t) + ρmg + F s (3.57)
Conservation of Mass for The Secondary phase
∂
∂t
(αjρj) +∇ · (αjρjV m) = Γj (3.58)
If the concentration of the phases is not of interest, Eq. (3.58) may be dropped. In
this case, the model becomes very similar to modelling single phase flows. It is highly
recommended to use the homogeneous model when the two phases are very well mixed
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The ultimate objective of this research is to investigate the details of the flow field
around the range of gas velocity where the liquid film reversal exists, which eventually
leads to the liquid loading phenomena discussed earlier in Section 1.6. In order to
approach that condition and simulate it as precisely as possible, the proper boundary
conditions should be set.
Fig. 4.1 shows the computational domain of a pipe with the default boundary
condition for the case of an annular flow. The inlet boundary conditions include the
liquid inlet at the bottom of the pipe at a velocity of UL,in and through a thickness of
δ in the vicinity of the wall, while the gas enters the pipe core at a velocity of UG,in
and within a radius of D/2 − δ. The two fluids exit the pipe at the outlet. This
configuration does not allow the fluid to reverse its direction due to the restriction at
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the domain with the default boundary conditions.
Adaze [64] proposed improved inlet boundary conditions, as shown in Fig. 4.2. He
changed the axial liquid inlet to a lateral liquid inlet. Hence, the liquid is laterally
injected into the computational domain while the gas enters the bottom of the pipe
at a velocity equal to the superficial velocity. This arrangement allows the liquid to
fall down in the case of complete film reversal. However, the liquid cannot leave the
pipe at the bottom due to the restriction of the gas inlet condition. Moreover, the
small thickness at which the liquid is injected results in a high liquid velocity at the
inlet. This high liquid velocity increases the liquid thickness in the vicinity of its inlet
and results in a higher gas velocity as it reduces the area that the gas passes through.
In this case, the liquid is raised up due to the high interfacial shear stress present
in the vicinity of the liquid inlet until the film thickness is reduced at some distance
downstream which allows the liquid to reverse direction due to the drop in the gas
velocity. Hence, circulations within the liquid film were observed by Adaze [64] just










Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of the domain and improved boundary conditions by
Adaze [64].
Undermining the effect of the high velocity at the liquid inlet can be achieved by
increasing the area through which the liquid is injected. Furthermore, a solution for
allowing the liquid to fall upstream is recommended. Accordingly, we proposed the
configuration illustrated in Fig. 4.3. In additional to increasing the liquid inlet area,
an additional space surrounded by walls is extended upstream the gas inlet to allow
the falling liquid to accumulate in. This reduces the gas inlet area and increases its
velocity by a factor of 4. It is significant to note that a sufficient distance between the










Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram of the domain and improved boundary conditions,
increasing the liquid inlet area and providing space for the falling liquid to
accumulate.
The drawback of geometry described in Fig. 4.3 lies in the trapped gas in the
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extended space. In the case of falling the liquid, some of the trapped gas will start
flowing and increase the gas flow rate, which does not represent the real case. Another
possible prospect is that the trapped gas may contribute in preventing the liquid from
falling. The proposed solution of the effect of the trapped gas is to provide an outlet
boundary condition at the bottom of the pipe, which is implemented in the current
study and explained in ??.
4.2 Problem Statement
Consider the geometry shown in Fig. 4.4 where the gas enters a vertical pipe from
the bottom and the liquid is injected laterally. Consequently, at the region above the
liquid injection, the air flows in the core region with a thin liquid film flowing on the
pipe wall. The main objective of this study is to model the two-phase annular flow










Figure 4.4: Schematic diagram of the studied geometry.
Referring to Fig. 4.4, gas enters the 3-in (0.0762 m) diameter pipe vertically and
expands to reach an average velocity that is equal to the superficial gas velocity before
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the liquid injection. Beside the gas inlet, and extra space is extended a distance of
5D downward to allow the liquid to fall when reaching the complete film reversal. At
the end of this extended space, the pipe is open to allow the falling liquid (if exists)
to leave the domain. The liquid is injected at a height of 5D above the gas entrance.
A height of 25D above the liquid entrance is set to allow the flow to fully develop.
However, the fully developed flow is not ascertained due to the transient nature of
the system. Due to symmetry around the pipe axis, the problem is modeled as 2D
axisymmetric. The present study aims to:
1. Computationally model the churn two-phase flow with negligible mass transfer
between the two phases.
2. Analyze and solve for the velocity field and the shear stress of the flow field.
3. Study the conditions of the complete film reversal.
4.3 Governing Equations and Model Assumptions
4.3.1 Assumptions
In order to simplify the problem, the following assumptions were made.
1. The flow is 2D axisymmetric and incompressible.
2. The mass exchange between the two phases is neglected.
3. The flow is transient due to its time dependence.
4. The flow regime is turbulent.
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5. The liquid droplets in the gas phase have an extremely small diameter.
4.3.2 Multiphase Model
Among the Multiphase models available in ANSYS Fluent 18.2 to model annular-
churn two-phase flow, the one-fluid model based on the VOF method and Eulerian
(multi-fluid) model are appropriate to model the present problem. However, the one-
fluid model has several limitations including that the velocity being shared by the
phases, which is not an accurate assumption at the interface. Hence, the Eulerian
two-fluid model is selected for this study, with the option ”Multi-Fluid VOF Model”
that provides a structure to couple the VOF method with the Eulerian model [53].
4.3.3 Conservation Equations
The conservation equations are derived by time averaging the local instantaneous
balance for each phase [48] or by implementing the mixture theory approach [65]. As
discussed in Section 3.6, each phase has its phase-weighted conservation equations
describing their distribution in the domain, velocity field, and pressure variation.
Conservation of Mass
By considering no mass transfer and incompressible flow, the continuity equations for
the liquid and the gas are, respectively, given by
∂αL
∂t





+∇ · (αGV G) = 0. (4.2)
Conservation of Momentum
With no mass transfer and incompressible flow, the momentum equations for the liquid





(αLV L) +∇ · (αLV LV L)
)







(αGV G) +∇ · (αGV GV G)
)
= −αG∇p+∇ · (τ v,G + τ t,G) + αGρGg + FD,LG + F s,G
(4.4)
where τ v,L and τ t,L are the viscous shear stress tensor and the turbulent shear
stress tensor of the liquid, respectively. Similarly, τ v,G and τ t,G are the viscous shear
stress tensor and the turbulent shear stress tensor of the gas, respectively. The viscous
shear stress tensors of both phases are defined as
τ v,L = αLµL(∇V L +∇V TL) + αL(λL −
2
3
µL)∇ · V LI (4.5)
and
τ v,G = αGµG(∇V G +∇V TG) + αG(λG −
2
3
µG)∇ · V GI. (4.6)
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The formerly stated conservation equations are to be solved for each phase with
the interaction term and the continuum surface force term having non-zero values at
the interface between the two fluids.
4.4 Interfacial Drag Modelling
The drag represents the exchange of momentum between the two phases and is ac-
counted for in the interaction terms FD,GL and FD,LG , in the momentum equations,
where FD,GL = −FD,LG.
According to Eq. (3.26), the drag force exerted on the liquid phase by the gas







αG(1− αG) |V G − V L| (V G − V L) (4.7)
where CD is the drag coefficient which depends on the relative Reynolds number
Re. ANSYS Fluent 18.2 provides several drag models of CD for multiphase modelling.
Fluid-fluid available drag models include the universal drag, Schiller-Naumann, Morsi-
Alexander, grace and symmetric model, as well as other drag models that are available
for special cases of multiphase flow.
The symmetric model is selected to model the momentum interaction between the
two fluids in the current study. Three drag models are appropriate to be used in this
problem, namely, Schiller-Naumann, Morsi-Alexander, and symmetric model. The
symmetric model is chosen since it is recommended when the secondary phase in a
region of the computational domain becomes the continuous phase in another. This is
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true for our case since the liquid occupies the region on the pipe wall and is considered
to be the continuous phase in that region.
According to the symmetric drag model theory, the drag coefficient CD is given
by Eq. (3.22) where the relative Reynolds number is given by
Re =
ρ |V r,GL| d
µ
. (4.8)
Here, the interfacial length scale d is 10−5m.
4.5 Surface Tension
Brackbill et al. [54] CSF model is employed to model the surface tension in the current
study. It accounts for the surface tension force by adding it as source terms in the
momentum equations. Hence, the surface tension force, F s, according to Eqs. (3.27)
and (3.30), is given by








The surface tension force is split between the phases as Eq. (3.31) shows. Since
Štrubelj et al [56] showed that the volume formulation gave the least error among
other splitting methods, the surface tension force is split based on the volume fraction
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of each phase as
F s,L = αL F s and F s,G = αG F s. (4.11)
4.6 Interface Tracking
Tracking the interface between the two phases is accomplished by solving for the
volume fractions of the two phases, αL and αG. The volume fraction of the secondary
phase, αL, is obtained by solving the conservation equations, the volume fraction of
the primary phase, αg, is obtained from the axiom of continuity,
αG = 1− αL. (4.12)
4.7 Turbulence Closure
Turbulence disturbance is generated in both phases due to high velocity gradient at
the interface, thus the flow regime is turbulent [66]. In multiphase flows, the number
of terms to be included in the model is more than those for single-phase flow, which
reveals the complexity of modelling turbulence in multiphase flow problems [53].
Han [28] concluded that the RNG k−ϵ turbulence model is the convenient model for
annular flow applications since it is adjusted to account for the low Reynolds number
effects and because the liquid film region is similar to the flow in the near-wall region.
Among the mixture, dispersed and per phase formulations (stated in Section 3.6.3),
the mixture formulation is not the convenient formulation to be used since the density
ratio is not close to 1. Because the secondary phase concentration is not dilute, the
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dispersed formulation is not suitable too. Hence, the RNG k− ϵ model for each phase
is adopted in this work as it is the most general approach (transport equations are
solved for each phase) and as it captures the turbulent interactions between the two
phases while being adjusted to capture the low Reynolds number effects.
The transport equations for the liquid phase are
∂
∂t
















(αLρLϵL) +∇ · (αLρLULϵL) = ∇ · (
αL
P̂ rϵ,L

















Similarly, the transport equations for the gas phase are
∂
∂t

















(αGρGϵG) +∇ · (αGρGUGϵG) = ∇ · (
αG
P̂ rϵ,G

















The turbulent shear stress tensors of the liquid and the gas are, respectively, defined
as
τ t,L = ρLµt,L(∇UL +∇UTL)−
2
3
(ρLkL + ρLµt,L∇ ·UL)I (4.17)
and
τ t,G = ρGµt,G(∇UG +∇UTG)−
2
3
(ρGkG + ρGµt,G∇ ·UG)I. (4.18)
Details about the model constants and parameters are discussed in Section 3.6.3.
4.8 Meshing and Computational Domain
The geometry was created using ANSYS DesignModeler 18.2 and the mesh was con-
structed using ANSYS Meshing tool. The created mesh structure is as shown in
Fig. 4.5. The general structure of the mesh involves quadrilateral elements with fine
meshing in the vicinity of the wall in order to accurately capture the physics of this
viscous region and the momentum interaction between the two fluids. However, the
element size gradually increases as approaching the pipe centerline in order to save
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the computational time.
Figure 4.5: The mesh.
To test the mesh independence of the model, three meshes are generated as de-
scribed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Generated meshes.






The superficial liquid and gas velocities considered in this study is part of the data
Guner et al. [67] used in their experimental work and are shown in Fig. 4.6. The
test matrix is chosen such that the complete film reversal is expected to be captured
within the selected range of superficial velocities, which is in the churn flow region.
The exact values of the test matrix are presented in Table 4.2.
Figure 4.6: Input test matrix on the flow pattern map according to the unified
model of Barnea [35].
Table 4.2: Table of the input test matrix.
USG(m/s)
USL = 0.10 m/s 23.99 21.17 18.03 16.01 13.46 10.72
USL = 0.05 m/s 23.77 21.77 19.11 16.72 14.44 10.99
USL = 0.01 m/s 24.23 22.33 19.96 17.41 15.00 12.35
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4.10 Initial and Boundary Conditions
4.10.1 Initial Condition
The computational domain is initialized from the gas inlet with a velocity equals the
superficial gas velocity. In other words, the domain is initially filled with air flowing
at USG.
4.10.2 Boundary Conditions
Table 4.3 summarizes the boundary conditions implemented. The boundaries of the
computational domain are illustrated in Fig. 4.4.
Table 4.3: Boundary conditions.
Boundary Condition
Wall No slip
Liquid inlet V L = −UL,in ĵ














where AL and AG are the inlet areas of the liquid and the gas phases, respectively.
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It is significant to mention that since the boundary conditions include two outlet
sections, the pressure-outlet boundary condition is not appropriate as it constrains the
pressure drop across the pipe length and thus results in an invalid solution. Hence,
the outflow boundary condition is implemented to approximate the conditions at the
outlet sections.
4.11 Convergence Criteria
Problems of multiphase flows do not usually converge to extremely low residuals,
such as 10−6. The convergence criteria are set to be 10−4 for the default residual
parameters and equations: continuity, axial velocities of both phases, radial velocities
of both phases, turbulent kinetic energies of both phases, turbulent dissipation rate
of both phases and the volume fraction of the secondary phase. Furthermore, the
parameters of the mass imbalance, the volume fraction at the outlet section and the
average wall shear stress above the level at which the liquid is injected are monitored
during the simulation.
4.12 Solution Setup Summary
The student version of the commercial software ANSYS FLUENT 18.2 has been em-
ployed to numerically solve for the flow field. A summary of the simulation setup is
presented in Table 4.4.
All parameters that are not mentioned in the previous table are kept to their
default values.
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Table 4.4: Simulation setup.
Setting Selection
Solver Pressure based, transient, axisymmetric
and absolute velocity formulation
Gravity g = −9.81 î m/s2
Multiphase Model Eulerian, Multi-Fluid VOF, implicit vol-
ume fraction formulation and sharp inter-
face
Phases Air (primary) and water (secondary)
Phase Interactions Drag (symmetric) and surface tension
(continuum surface force, 0.07197 N/m)
Turbulence model RNG k − ϵ, enhanced wall treatment, per
phase formulation
Pressure-Velocity coupling Phase Coupled Simple
Gradient Least Squares Cell Based
Momentum 2nd order upwind
Volume Fraction Modified HRIC
Turbulent Kinetic Energy 2nd order upwind
Turbulent Dissipation Rate 2nd order upwind
Transient Formulation 1st order upwind







Based on the superficial gas and liquid velocities shown in Table 4.2, the inlet gas and
liquid velocities are computed using Eq. (4.19). However, the presence of an outlet at
the bottom of the pipe forces some of the gas to leave the domain from the bottom
section, which reduces the flow rate of gas interacting with the liquid starting from
the liquid inlet (see Section 5.6.2). The percentage of the gas leaving the domain
through the bottom section ranges from 35% to 47%. Hence the actual superficial
gas velocities are less than those stated in Table 4.2. Based on the results obtained,
the actual gas superficial velocities are depicted in Table 5.1 and plotted on the flow
pattern map as shown in Fig. 5.1. Note that in this case, the superficial gas velocities
are among the obtained results rather than being an input to the model.
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Figure 5.1: Obtained test matrix on the flow pattern map according to the unified
model of Barnea [35].
Table 5.1: Table of the obtained test matrix.
USG(m/s)
USL = 0.10 m/s 13.26 11.80 10.77 9.29 8.71 6.93
USL = 0.05 m/s 12.81 12.15 10.55 9.69 8.37 6.63
USL = 0.01 m/s 12.78 11.81 10.80 9.53 8.39 7.06
5.2 Mesh Independence
Three different meshes were generated using ANSYS DesignModeler 18.2 in order to
verify the grid independence of the model (see Section 4.8 for details). The pressure
gradient is evaluated for each grid size when USG = 13.26 m/s and USL = 0.10 m/s
and reported in Table 5.2. Results of mesh 2 and mesh 3 ensure a grid-independent
solution. Hence, mesh 2 is selected due to the computational time limitation.
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Table 5.2: Pressure gradient results for different grid sizes (USG = 13.26 m/s and
USL = 0.10 m/s).




5.3 Time Step Independence
In order to maintain the solution accuracy and yet minimize the computational time,
three simulation runs with different time steps ( 0.0005, 0.001 and 0.002 s) were
tested by comparing the resulting liquid holdup HL with the value interpolated from
the experimental study of Guner [24] (0.09515), and shown in Table 5.3.
Guner computed the liquid holdup using two quick closing valves. By knowing the
total volume enclosed within the selected domain and evaluating the air volume using
the ideal gas law, the liquid holdup is obtained using Eq. (3.2). In the current study,
the liquid holdup is approximated based on the ratio of the average cross-sectional
area occupied by the liquid to the total pipe cross-sectional area within the portion of











where A′L is the portion of cross-sectional area that is occupied by the liquid. In
Eq. (5.1), Lin is taken a bit less than the height of the liquid inlet to avoid the effects
of severe film thickness change between the wall and the liquid inlet, Lin = 4.44D.
The time step independence test depicted in Table 5.3 implies the model indepen-
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dence of the time step with relative errors less than 8% for time steps 0.0005, 0.001
and 0.002 s. Hence, a time step of 0.002 s is chosen for the rest of the study due to
the computational time limitation.
Table 5.3: Liquid holdup results for time steps of 0.0005, 0.001 and 0.002 s
(USG = 13.26 m/s and USL = 0.10 m/s).





The purpose of this section is to validate the model presented in the proceeding chap-
ter. Hereafter, the study of Guner [24] is selected as the nominal case. Guner’s
experiments were conducted for a 3-inch diameter pipe for a superficial liquid velocity
ranging from 0.01 m/s to 0.1 m/s and a superficial gas velocity ranging from 1.5 m/s to
40 m/s for three different inclinations (0◦, 15◦, 30◦ and 45◦). The computed pressure
gradient is compared to Guner’s experimental data [24] and depicted in Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Validation of the computed pressure gradient versus Guner’s
experimental data [24].
The pressure gradient resulted from the current study shows a good match with
the nominal case with a maximum error of 13.4%.
5.5 Phase Distribution
In this section, the phase distribution contour plots are presented and discussed.
Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 and Figs. 5.7 and 5.8 show the phase distribu-
tion (liquid volume fraction) contours at t = 10 s for the cases when USL = 0.1 m/s,
USL = 0.05 m/s and USL = 0.01 m/s, respectively. Unless explicitly mentioned, the
axial dimension in all the contour plots is scaled down by a factor of 0.15 in order to
show the entire length of the pipe and all plots are taken at t=10 s.
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The phase distribution results show a typical behavior of the churn flow for all the
considered cases. Gas occupied most of the pipe core with little liquid entrained cap-
tured by the model. Results show that continuous liquid entrainment and deposition
take place simultaneously in the vicinity of the liquid-gas interface.
Oscillatory behavior of the formed disturbance waves is observed at the liquid in-
let, which is one of the churn flow characteristics. The number of the interfacial waves
continuously changes as superposition and separation of these waves occurs contin-
uously. The results indicate that the amplitude of the disturbance waves increases
when the gas flow rate is reduced. Along the pipe wall, a wavy liquid film traveling
upward covers the pipe wall downstream of the entrance zone. However, at the low
liquid flow rate (USL = 0.01 m/s), the amplitude of the interfacial waves was found
to be extremely small and becomes more pronounced as the gas velocity increases.
In the case of USL = 0.1 m/s and at the lowest considered gas velocity (USG = 6.93
m/s), most of the liquid is observed to flow downward and leave the computational
domain through the bottom outlet, while some liquid is still flowing upward and

















Figure 5.3: Phase contour plots of the liquid volume fraction for cases of USL = 0.1
















Figure 5.4: Phase contour plots of the liquid volume fraction for cases of USL = 0.1
















Figure 5.5: Phase contour plots of the liquid volume fraction for cases of USL = 0.05
















Figure 5.6: Phase contour plots of the liquid volume fraction for cases of USL = 0.05
















Figure 5.7: Phase contour plots of the liquid volume fraction for cases of USL = 0.01
















Figure 5.8: Phase contour plots of the liquid volume fraction for cases of USL = 0.01




Visualizing the streamlines gives key information on the flow structure characteristics.
Figs. 5.9 and 5.10 show the gas streamlines for USL = 0.1 contoured with the axial gas
velocity for the given range of superficial gas velocities. Several key characteristics of
the flow field can be noticed. After the gas enters the flow domain, some of it leaves
through the bottom outlet section in a steady manner, while the remaining part flows
upward to interact with the laterally injected liquid. As a result of the gas-liquid
interactions, the axial velocity distribution of the gas phase is considerably influenced
by the shape of the gas-liquid interface which sometimes forms a nozzle-like shape
causing the gas velocity to increase at the nozzle throat followed by the formation of
small vortices near the gas-liquid interface. The high shear stress caused by the high
gas velocity in the vicinity of the thick liquid layer (throat of the nozzle-like liquid
layer) generates interfacial waves due to the abrupt contraction of the turbulent gas
flow. Downstream of that region, the gas flow stabilizes with little disturbance resulted
from the thin liquid film that keeps the gas streamlines wavy because of its continuous
thickness change. However, due to the periodic large entrainment in the liquid inlet
region, the streamlines downstream are periodically disturbed.
At lower gas superficial velocities, the increased amplitude of the disturbance waves
causes a larger rise in the gas velocity near the liquid inlet region than that of higher
gas superficial velocities. For all cases, except for USL = 0.1 m/s and USG = 6.93

















Figure 5.9: Gas streamlines contoured with the axial gas velocity for cases of

















Figure 5.10: Gas streamlines contoured with the axial gas velocity for cases of
USL = 0.1 m/s and (a) USG = 9.29 m/s (b) USG = 8.71 m/s (c) USG = 6.93 m/s.
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5.6.2 Liquid Streamlines
The streamlines of the liquid contoured by the axial liquid velocities are shown in
Figs. 5.11 and 5.12 for the considered range of gas flow rates and USL = 0.1 m/s. The
figures indicate the presence of liquid vortices near the liquid entrance region. This
is manifested by the negative (downward) velocity of the liquid layer in the vicinity
of the pipe wall and the positive (upward) velocity near the gas-liquid interface. It
is important to mention that the downward velocity near the pipe wall is caused by
gravity while the upward velocity near the gas-liquid interface is caused by the shear
stress created by the high gas velocity. In the gas phase, circulating flow regions are
also formed due to the curvatures of the gas-liquid interface. The formation of the roll
waves phenomenon at the gas-liquid interface may result in the formation of regions
of circulation with liquid at the outskirt and gas in the core region. Also, the solution
indicated that the resulting gas vortices contain some liquid. The existence of such
aphenomenon in a two-phase flow does undoubtedly confirm that churn flow is taking
place. Notice that some liquid droplets that have been sheared off by the gas from



















Figure 5.11: Liquid streamlines contoured with the axial liquid velocity for cases of



















Figure 5.12: Liquid streamlines contoured with the axial Liquid velocity for cases of
USL = 0.1 m/s and (a) USG = 9.29 m/s (b) USG = 8.71 m/s (c) USG = 6.93 m/s.
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5.6.3 Liquid Inlet Region
To better visualize the flow field in the vicinity of the liquid inlet region, a zoomed to-
scale contour plot of the gas and liquid streamlines together of the liquid inlet region
is shown in Fig. 5.13 (a). The figure clearly shows the gas vortices entrained within
the liquid film. Moreover, liquid vortices are detected due to the oscillatory behavior
of the liquid film. However, because of the unsteady behavior of the liquid film, the
axial velocity profiles of both the gas and liquid keep changing continuously.
Fig. 5.13 (b) depicts the velocity vectors near the liquid film. It shows two regions
of the liquid film where in the first region (near the pipe wall) the liquid film is moving
downward due to both effects of gravity as well as the flow field created by the enclosed
gas vortex. In the lower part of the same region, a stagnation point is clearly visible
and separates the upper vortical motion from the lower stream moving upward which
is mainly driven by the shearing force at the gas-liquid interface. The above mentioned
interaction between the liquid and gas phases results in the disturbance wave shown in
Fig. 5.13 (b). The crest of the wave separates from the main film body, thus forming a
roll wave that is clearly visible in Fig. 5.13 (c). The roll wave phenomenon is normally
associated with the formation of a separate liquid droplet that travels with the gas
stream and rejoins the liquid layer again at some distance downstream. Some of the
separated droplets continue to travel with the gas stream until reaching the discharge
section of the pipe.
Fig. 5.13 (c) shows a representative sketch of the flow field in the film region. Axial
velocity near the pipe centerline is almost constant due to the turbulent mixing, but it
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start to sharply decrease near the interface. The wet gas reverses its direction between
















Figure 5.13: (a) Liquid and gas streamlines in the liquid inlet region for USL = 0.1
m/s and USG = 8.71 m/s. (b) Zoomed image of the velocity vectors with the liquid
streamlines in vicinity of the liquid film. (c) Representative sketch of the velocity
profile in the film region.
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5.7 Pressure Variation
Due to the various flow phenomena taking place along the pipe, the pressure variation
changes accordingly. Fig. 5.14 a sample axial pressure profile plot for USL = 0.01 m/s
and USG = 11.81. The figure shows a sharp rise in the pressure starting from the gas
inlet. This is because of the abrupt expansion of the flow passage and the decrease
in gas velocity. The pressure rise continues till the gas flow develops just before
interacting with the liquid starting from x = 10D. Within the portion of the domain
surrounded by the liquid inlet, the interfacial waves cause pressure disturbances, thus a
wavy pressure variation takes place. Downstream of the liquid inlet port, the pressure
starts to drop in a steady manner due to the very thin liquid film. Notice that a little
pressure rise exists just after the flow passes the liquid inlet region due to the drop in
the film thickness which gives more cross-sectional area for the gas to flow through.
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Figure 5.14: Sample pressure variation plot along the pipe centerline for the case of
USL = 0.01 m/s and USG = 11.81 m/s.
Moreover, the pressure fluctuates over time due to the variable film thickness, as
shown in Fig. 5.15. When the disturbance wave passes through a given cross-section,
the pressure drops due to the reduction in the area the gas flows through, whereas
the pressure rises again when the wave passes. The pressure keeps oscillating along
the pipe except for the steady flow region upstream the liquid inlet port. This fact is
furthermore illustrated in the representative Fig. 5.15.
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Figure 5.15: Sample pressure fluctuation over time on the pipe centerline at section






















Figure 5.16: Representative sketch for the pressure rate of change affected by the
interfacial waves.
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5.8 Shear Stress Variation
5.8.1 Shear Stress Variation at the Inlet Region
Similar to the pressure space and time variations, the shear stress has a transient
oscillatory behavior. Fig. 5.17 shows the liquid wall shear stress in the middle section
of the liquid inlet region versus time for USL = 0.1 m/s and USG = 13.26 m/s. The
graph shows a continuous oscillation of the shear stress. However, it oscillates around
a positive average value (0.1 Pa) that is close to 0 which implies that the direction
of the shear stress exerted on the liquid is upward most of the time. This, in turn,
indicates that the liquid on the wall is flowing downward for most of the time. For all
the considered cases, the average value is positive.
Figure 5.17: Sample of liquid wall shear stress fluctuation with time at section
x = 12.5D for the case of USL = 0.1 m/s and USG = 13.26 m/s.
In addition, the radial distribution of the shear stress is continuously changing
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with time. Figs. 5.18 to 5.20 depicts the radial distribution of the gas shear stress
and the liquid volume fraction in the middle section of the liquid inlet at t = 10s for
the cases of .USL = 0.1 m/s, USL = 0.05 m/s and USL = 0.01 m/s, and different gas
velocities in each plot. In these figures, the gas viscous shear stress is defined as




The radial variation of the shear stress shows negative values for most of the
radial distance. Starting from the centerline (x = 0 m), the gas shear stress drops
from 0 and bottoms out, then it keeps undulating as approaching the liquid inlet
port. Furthermore, the magnitude of the fluctuation decreases as the liquid film is
approached. The fluctuation stretches closer towards the centerline as the superficial
liquid velocity increases. This fluctuation behavior was also observed by Adaze [64]
in the vicinity of the liquid film in his study of CFD annular flow. In some cases, the
shear stress takes positive values near the disturbance waves due to the gas vortices.
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Figure 5.18: Radial distribution of the gas shear stress at section x = 12.5D for cases
of USL = 0.1 m/s.
Figure 5.19: Radial distribution of the gas shear stress at at section x = 12.5D for
cases of USL = 0.05 m/s.
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Figure 5.20: Radial distribution of the gas shear stress at at section x = 12.5D for
cases of USL = 0.01 m/s.
5.8.2 Shear Stress Variation Near the Outlet Region
Near the outlet section of the flow passage, the flow pattern is mostly annular. Fig. 5.21
shows the liquid wall shear stress at a distance 5D before the top outlet versus time
for the case of USL = 0.1 m/s and USG = 13.26 m/s. The figure shows vanishing wall
shear stress at small times following the start of computations due to the absence of
liquid near at the wall region. At later time steps, the liquid fills the annular region
and the local wall shear stress starts oscillating around a negative value indicating
that the direction of the shear stress exerted on the liquid layer is always downward.
This, in turn, implies that the liquid on the wall is always flowing upward, which
ensures the presence of the annular flow regime.
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Figure 5.21: Sample of liquid wall shear stress fluctuation with time at section
x = 35D for the case of USL = 0.1 m/s and USG = 13.26 m/s.
The radial distribution of the gas shear stress is plotted in Figs. 5.22 to 5.24. The
figures depict the radial distribution of the gas shear stress and liquid volume fraction
at section x = 35D when t = 10 s for the cases of USL = 0.1 m/s, USL = 0.05 m/s
and USL = 0.01 m/s, and different gas velocities in each plot. The radial variation of
the shear stress shows negative values for most of the radial distance similar to that
at the liquid inlet region. However, their magnitudes of the fluctuation are lower than
those observed in the liquid inlet region. A severe rise in the magnitude of the gas
shear stress is observed near the pipe wall. This may be attributed to the presence of
the viscous sublayer. Furthermore, it is observed that the liquid volume fraction at
the pipe wall never becomes unity since most of the liquid is concentrated within the
churn flow domain in the vicinity of the liquid inlet port.
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Figure 5.22: Radial distribution of the gas shear stress at section x = 35D for cases
of USL = 0.1 m/s.
Figure 5.23: Radial distribution of the gas shear stress at section x = 35D for cases
of USL = 0.05 m/s.
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Figure 5.24: Radial distribution of the gas shear stress at section x = 35D for cases
of USL = 0.01 m/s.
5.9 Gas Velocity Profiles
5.9.1 Gas Velocity Profiles at the Inlet Region
In this section, the gas velocity profiles near the liquid inlet port for all the cases are
presented. Figs. 5.25 to 5.27 Show the gas velocity profiles at section x = 12.5D for
cases of USL = 0.1 m/s, USL = 0.05 m/s and USL = 0.01 m/s, respectively. In the
core region, the velocity distribution is almost uniform due to the high mixing of the
turbulent gas flow and the exchange of momentum between the gas layers. Near the
gas-liquid interface, the gas velocity declines as a response to the interfacial friction
caused by the liquid film and the interfacial waves. The velocity profile is continuously
changing with time because of the presence of the roll waves, which is by nature an
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unsteady phenomenon.
For a given gas superficial velocity the gas centerline velocity varies in space and
time depending on the geometry of the gas-liquid interface and its axial variation.
One can easily see that the maximum gas velocity (centerline velocity) depends not
only of the gas superficial velocity but also on the radial velocity distribution that
in terns depends on the shape of the local gas-liquid interface. As the film thickness
decreases by reducing the liquid superficial velocity, the uniform velocity distribution
portion dominates.
Figure 5.25: Radial distribution of the axial gas velocity at section x = 12.5D for
cases of USL = 0.1 m/s.
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Figure 5.26: Radial distribution of the axial gas velocity at section x = 12.5D for
cases of USL = 0.05 m/s.
Figure 5.27: Radial distribution of the axial gas velocity at section x = 12.5D for
cases of USL = 0.01 m/s.
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5.9.2 Gas Velocity Profiles Near the Outlet Region
The gas velocity profiles at a distance 5D before the top outlet section for all cases are
presented in Figs. 5.28 to 5.30 for the cases of USL = 0.1 m/s, USL = 0.05 m/s and
USL = 0.01 m/s, respectively. It should be emphasized that the velocity profiles are
continuously changing with time due to the time variation of the annular liquid layer.
Accordingly, the plotted profiles in the above figures represent only samples of the
axial gas velocity distributions at time t = 10 s. The figures indicate that the higher
the gas flow rate, the higher centerline gas velocity. Because large amounts of liquid
are periodically sheared off by the gas in the liquid inlet region and flowing upward,
thus causing a wavy behavior of the gas velocity towards the pipe exit. Fig. 5.30 has
the largest number of smooth curves due to the extremely low liquid flow rate.
Figure 5.28: Radial distribution of the axial gas velocity at section x = 35D for cases
of USL = 0.1 m/s.
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Figure 5.29: Radial distribution of the axial gas velocity at section x = 35D for cases
of USL = 0.05 m/s.
Figure 5.30: Radial distribution of the axial gas velocity at section x = 35D for cases
of USL = 0.01 m/s.
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5.10 Liquid Velocity Profiles
5.10.1 Liquid Velocity Profiles at the Inlet Region
In this section, the liquid velocity profiles within the liquid inlet region is presented.
Figs. 5.31 to 5.33 show the liquid velocity profiles at at section x = 12.5D for the cases
of USL = 0.1 m/s, USL = 0.05 m/s and USL = 0.01 m/s, respectively. The liquid axial
velocity curves do not extend for the whole radial distance since the liquid does not
exist along the whole cross-section and accordingly αL = 0 in the core region. Some
velocity distributions show negative values near the wall indicating the downward flow
of the liquid phase. The magnitudes of liquid velocities are similar to those of the gas
velocities but with small slip especially when approaching the core region. Liquid
entrainment is most pronounced downstream that region.
Figure 5.31: Radial distribution of the axial liquid velocity at section x = 12.5D for
cases of USL = 0.1 m/s
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Figure 5.32: Radial distribution of the axial liquid velocity at section x = 12.5D for
cases of USL = 0.05 m/s.
Figure 5.33: Radial distribution of the axial liquid velocity at section x = 12.5D for
cases of USL = 0.01 m/s.
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5.10.2 Liquid Velocity Profiles Near the Outlet Region
Figs. 5.31 to 5.33 show the liquid velocity profiles at section x = 35D for the cases
of USL = 0.1 m/s, USL = 0.05 m/s and USL = 0.01 m/s, respectively. It is clear
from the figures that the liquid velocity extends more towards the pipe centerline
indicating higher entrainment downstream the liquid inlet port. No negative velocities
are observed near the wall and thus no film reversal. By comparing these figures with
Figs. 5.28 to 5.30 of the gas velocity for the same section, the same patterns are
observed as the gas velocity ones.
Figure 5.34: Radial distribution of the axial liquid velocity at section x = 35D for
cases of USL = 0.1 m/s.
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Figure 5.35: Radial distribution of the axial liquid velocity at section x = 35D for
cases of USL = 0.05 m/s.
Figure 5.36: Radial distribution of the axial liquid velocity at section x = 35D for
cases of USL = 0.01 m/s.
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5.11 Critical Gas Velocity
Guner [24] experimentally determined the gas velocity at the onset of film reversal and
the critical gas velocity at the complete film reversal. On the other hand, Adaze [64]
performed a CFD study to investigate the flow field and reported values of the gas
velocity at the onset of liquid loading which sufficiently match Guner’s results.
According to the current study of churn flow and the shear stress results, the
superficial gas velocities corresponding to a complete film reversal are higher than
the considered range, i. e., the critical gas velocities for the cases of USL = 0.1 m/s,
USL = 0.05 m/s and USL = 0.01 m/s are greater than 13.26 m/s, 12.81 m/s and
12.78 m/s, respectively, which agrees with the results of Guner [24] and Adaze [64].
Fluctuation of the liquid wall shear stress around a positive value implies a complete
liquid film reversal.
In order to capture the critical gas velocity, cases of higher flow rates are considered
(USG = 13.92 m/s and USL = 0.1, USG = 14.58 and USL = 0.05, and USG = 15.79
and USL = 0.01) and the time variation of the liquid wall shear stress for these cases
at section x = 12.5D is shown in Figs. 5.37 to 5.39. It is observed that the liquid wall
shear stress in these cases oscillates around a negative value, which indicates that the
average shear stress is downward. Hence, the critical gas velocities are identified as
USG = 13.92, USG = 14.58 and USG = 15.79 for the cases of USL = 0.1, USL = 0.05
and USL = 0.01, respectively.
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Figure 5.37: Liquid wall shear stress fluctuation over time at section x = 12.5D for
the case of USL = 0.1 m/s and USG = 13.92 m/s.
Figure 5.38: Liquid wall shear stress fluctuation over time at section x = 12.5D for
the case of USL = 0.05 m/s and USG = 14.58 m/s.
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Figure 5.39: Liquid wall shear stress fluctuation over time at section x = 12.5D for






In summary, the current work presents a CFD modelling of churn flow in a 3-inch
vertical pipe near the critical gas flow rates. The study implements the two-fluid
Eulerian model along with the RNG k− ϵ model for each phase using the commercial
software ANSYS Fluent 18.2 [53]. Surface tension is included and the symmetric drag
model is adopted for the interfacial momentum exchange.
The axisymmetric geometry was generated by ANSYS Design Modeler 18.2 and
the mesh was constructed by ANSYS meshing tool. The geometry and the boundary
condition are improved in order to model the liquid film reversal of the two-phase
flow involved. The conservation equations were solved using the finite volume method
embedded in the software with a convergence criterion set to 10−4 for all involved
PDEs.
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Validation curves of the model showed a good agreement with the nominal case.
The conclusions of this research include the following:
1. The model sufficiently captured the flow field and the nature of churn flow
including the interfacial waves, the oscillatory behavior of the liquid, and the
pressure and shear stress fluctuations.
2. The computational domain surrounded by the liquid inlet port shows the actual
characteristics of the churn flow, while the domain above this area is mainly an-
nular flow with a thin liquid film. Consequently, the liquid holdup is accurately
predicted by the model within the domain near the liquid inlet port.
3. The interfacial waves play a significant role in disturbing the velocity, shear
stress, and pressure fields. Their presence retains the flow unsteadiness. More-
over, the simultaneous processes of liquid entrainment and deposition are highly
activated by the disturbance waves.
4. Radial fluctuations of the axial gas velocity and shear stress become more pro-
nounced and affected by the disturbance waves as the film thickness increases.
5. Gas and liquid vortices are observed in the vicinity of the liquid film. Neverthe-
less, the liquid film is flowing downward most of the time in the middle section
of the liquid inlet region.
6. According to the shear stress transient behavior, the critical gas velocities are in
agreement with what has been reported by Guner [24] and Adaze [64], i. e. all
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the considered cases of gas velocities lay below the critical gas velocities except
the cases presented in Section 5.11.
6.2 Recommendations
For the purpose of further improvements and future studies, the following is recom-
mended to be considered:
1. A three-dimensional domain can be considered to more accurately capture the
flow details and observe the non-uniformity of the liquid film thickness in the
angular dimension.
2. The turbulence model is extremely critical and can significantly affect the re-
sults. Therefore, the selection of the model should be carefully evaluated before
performing the study.
3. A further improvement in the boundary conditions is possible. The problem
configuration that allows film reversal and results in the entire computational
domain to resemble the actual case is highly recommended. For example, instead
of injecting the liquid within a height of 5D, it is recommended to inject the
liquid uniformly over the entire pipe wall.
4. The interface can be captured more accurately by using the Geo-reconstruction
scheme for constructing the interface. The implementation of this scheme is
only possible when using an explicit discretization with a smaller time step that
meets the stability criteria and leads to convergence.
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5. Sufficient refinement of the computational mesh in the core region and near
the interface might result in a more accurate modelling of the liquid droplets
entrained in the gas core. Here, due to the computational time limitation, the
elements are coarse within the core region.
6. The current study can also be expanded to include inclined pipes with different
deviations in order to study the effect of the deviation angle on the flow field.
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